Golfers Haven

"a place of safety"

LIGHTNING ROD PROTECTION
Materials certified by
Lightning Protection
Institute and U/L Approved
INSTANTANEOUS LOUVRE

“lock control” system protects against wind, cold, rain.
Anodized, Ambient
Aluminum Bench
Easily assembled in two hours on your concrete pad

$1,495"
F.O.B. Los Angeles, California

SPECIFICATIONS:
Size: 6’ x 6’ x 7’ high. Protects six persons.
Special extruded structural aluminum frame meets U.B.C.
requirements. Technical data and certification of structural integrity
available upon request.
Scientifically designed molded Fiberglas shingle shake roof. Weather
control louvre sides of clear 1/4” thick acrylic, 10 times stronger than
glass. Totally adjustable controls enable unwanted heat to be
dissipated quickly.

GUARD YOUR MEMBERS AGAINST LIGHTNING HAZARDS!

Richard L. Sklar, President of Golfers Haven, designed and
built Bus shelters
in use in over 80 cities while general mgr. of Cadillac Plastic & Chemical Co.,
worlds largest manufacturer.

NAME ________________________ TITLE ________________________
GOLF CLUB ________________________ CITY AND STATE ________________________
SHIPPING ADDRESS ________________________ TELEPHONE NUMBER ________________________
AND INSTRUCTIONS ________________________

Golfers Haven will be
pleased to furnish a
plaque, to be
attached to each unit,
when you specify donor’s name.

ORDER FORM
To: Golfers Haven 9767 Glenoaks Blvd., Sun Valley, CA 91352 (213) 767-2406

I am enclosing check in the amount of $ _________ for ________ Golfers Haven units.

**Add $75.00 each for Bronze Anodizing instead of clear anodizing.

NAME ________________________ TITLE ________________________
GOLF CLUB ________________________ CITY AND STATE ________________________
SHIPPING ADDRESS ________________________ TELEPHONE NUMBER ________________________
AND INSTRUCTIONS ________________________

Circle 112 on free information card
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